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It’s always a clear sign that a sector is growing up, when its signa-
ture events move out of the relative cosiness of hotel-based con-
ference suites and into the more soulless, but considerably larger, 
purpose-built venues. The Small Cells World Summit (SCWS) 
made that transition this year, with the largest event in this mar-
ket taking place at London’s Excel exhibition centre, collocated 
with related conferences about Carrier WiFi and small cell back-
haul. 
 
In many ways, the growing pains of a new kind of venue – greater 
noise challenges, fewer bars and soft seats – mirrored those of an 
industry which has been engaged in a battle for the mass scale 
which is essential to its economics. Small cells, whether for the 
home, enterprise or public networks, need to be cheap, which 
means they need standard interfaces, to encourage multivendor 
deployments and price competition; and they need to be shipped 
in large numbers. Getting the products to the required volumes 
and price levels to make the basic business case is the first prior-
ity (for that large majority of operators with neither the deep 
pockets nor the critically urgent capacity needs of a few frontrun-
ners like Softbank). 
 
That goal is in sight in the residential space, but the enterprise 
and urban segments are far more challenging. All kinds of factors 
point to an uptick in early 2015 – arrival of LTE/WiFi/multimode 
cells; multi-operator support; the relentless march of data usage, 
which will start to exhaust macro layer LTE upgrades in some ar-
eas, especially indoors. But in these sectors, it is not about an in-
exorable downward curve in price and footprint, but rather 
achieving a perfect balance – between cost/volume and added 
value functionality.  
 
On one hand, operators talk about $500 base stations and full 
automation of large-scale networks of cells; on the other, the 
same operators call for ‘macro equivalency’ in functionality 
terms, and the ability to layer new revenue-generating features, 
to improve on the basic business case of improved coverage and 
capacity. 
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